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» County, restaurants joining to offer up healthier choices (University of Arizona Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health) 02/16/2012 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

» Friend with leukemia prompts help all around (University of Arizona Medical Center) 02/16/2012 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

» Temple president taking the reins at University of Arizona 02/16/2012 Phoenix Business Journal View Clip

» Safer treatment for seizure victims touted 02/15/2012 Arizona Republic View Clip

» Why sweet treatment is right for a sourpuss (Dr. Charles Raison, Department of Psychiatry, UA College of Medicine) 02/15/2012 Philly.com View Clip

» Medicare Foots the Bill for Prosthetics (Dr. David Armstrong, professor of surgery at the University of Arizona) 02/15/2012 Alaska Journal of Commerce View Clip

» TCT Receives Patent on Small Molecule for Treating Multiple Cancer Types 02/15/2012 pr-usa.net - Online View Clip

» Minorities and Symptoms of Arthritis: Why You’re at Greater Risk, and Arthritis Remedies that Can Help (Eric P. Gall, M.D., professor of clinical medicine and interim director of the Arizona Arthritis Center at the University of Arizona College of Medicine) 01/25/2012 Lifescript.com View Clip